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Vehicle body
Driving wheel
Normal wheel

10 washer
Lock nut
Wheel cover
View mirror
Windshield
Seat

4x12 screw
Steering wheel
M5X45 machine screw

5 nut
Charger
Remote controller
Spanner
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C Parts Diagram
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Rear bottom view
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Rear axle

Turn over the vehicle body.
1. Slide the driving wheel onto the rear axle from Left Side. And keep the

driving wheel match with the gear box.
2.Slide the Ø10 washer onto the rear axle.
3.Tighten a lock nut to the end of the rear axle with a spanner.
Repeat for the other driving wheel.

4. Fit the wheel cover to the wheel.

Rear bottom view
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Rear axle
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Attach the Rear Wheels
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1. Plug the sound unit connector in the steering wheel into the connector in the vehicle body.
2. Fit the steering wheel to the end of the steering column.
3. Line up the holes in the steering wheel with the hole in the steering column, insert the M5x45 

machine screw.
4. Fasten a nut on the opposite end of the screw with a screwdriver.
5. Fit the tabs on the mirror into the slots on the side vehicle. Repeat for the other mirror.
6. Fit the tabs on the windshiled into the holes on the vehicle body, and push until you hear it 

click into place.
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EAttach the Normal Seat

1. Fit the seat to the vehicle body.
2. Tighten two Ø4x12 flat head screws to secure the seat to 
the vehicle.

HINT: If you want to use the Adjustable Seat, see the 
          next page please!
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EAttach the Normal Seat

1. Fit the seat to the vehicle body.
2. Tighten two Ø4x12 flat head screws to secure the seat to 
the vehicle.

HINT: If you want to use the Adjustable Seat, see the 
          next page please!
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IMPORTANT!

A. USB slot: Only support Mp3 format.
B. TF card slot: Only support Mp3 format.
C. Auxiliary input: Allow the audio from your portable music player or phone to be played through the vehicle 

speakers.
D. Previous / Increase volume: Long press for increasing the volume.
E. Play / Pause: Playing and pausing the music.
F. Next / decrease volume: Long press for decreasing the volume.
G. Change the audio input: This button worked while you inserted two audio input devices.
H. Display screen: It displays the power level of the battery when the vehicle is stop.

: When the numerical value less than 5, recharge the battery please.
: When the numerical value less than 10, recharge the battery please.

Power Switch: Turns the vehicle on and off. 
Forward/Reverse switch: Changes the direction that vehicle moves from forward to reverse.            
Sounds buttons: Press for sounds playing.
Foot pedal:  To move the car, press the pedal down. 

 To brake or slow down, release pressure from the pedal.
 Lights switch: Turns the lights on and off.
Mp3 player:
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G Use the Remote Controller

ASSEMBLY

NOTE: This product did not included the AA(LR6) batteries. Follow the 
battery information on page 1.

NOTE:

1. Connection button
Connection button

flashes,

2. Brake button

3. Speed select button

    HINT: The vehicle is designed to operate in low speed only in reverse.

The remote control has precedence over foot pedal operation.
(The foot pedal won’t work while you operate the Remote Controller)

Forward

Brake

Speed display
Speed adjustment 

brake

Right turn 

Left turn
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How to remove the battery from the vehicle
1. Open the rear trunk lid.
2. Unplug the Red connector on the vehicle and the 
     Red connector on the battery.
     3. Position the battery lock switch to unlock.
           4. Take the battery out from the vehicle.

HOW TO USE THE PULL HANDLE
1. Rotate the support wheels out.
2. Rotate the Pull handle out.
3. You can move the vehicle by pulling. 
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1. Plug the charger port into the input socket. (the 
socket is below the seat)
2. Plug the charger port into the charger socket on 
the battery.

WARNING!

K

. contact your distributor please.

contact your distributor please.

Contact your distributor please.

contact your distributor please.

contact your distributor please.

contact your distributor please.

contact your distributor please.

Contact your distributor please.

Contact your distributor please.

Contact your distributor please.

Contact your distributor please.

Contact your distributor please.
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1. Plug the charger port into the input socket. (the 
socket is below the seat)
2. Plug the charger port into the charger socket on 
the battery.

WARNING!

K

. contact your distributor please.

contact your distributor please.

Contact your distributor please.

contact your distributor please.

contact your distributor please.

contact your distributor please.

contact your distributor please.

Contact your distributor please.

Contact your distributor please.

Contact your distributor please.

Contact your distributor please.

Contact your distributor please.
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